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WELCOME TO WINTER

Well, here we are into July! There are definitely some cooler days and nights about, but we are certainly 
still the envy of the southern states. As we all know, COVID-19 restrictions have lightened somewhat and 
it is lovely for residents to now be able to see more of their family and friends (especially the younger 
ones now that children under 16 are able to visit again). However, social distancing is still as important 
as ever (probably more important now) as our community, both internal and external, opens up again.

Our new café is nearing completion and everyone is watching on expectantly as it continues to take 
shape. As I write this note, we are expecting delivery of the café furniture and the timber boarding has 
just come down. Our reception area is also starting to look much brighter as the painters have moved in.

Due to the cooler weather, our staff are planning a pyjama day this month, so don’t be surprised if 
you visit us and everyone is looking cosy in their PJs! Some of this month’s photos, included in this 
newsletter, showcase our residents’ handiwork including painted plant stands, colourful wildlife boxes, 
artwork and winter crafts - there’s definitely never a dull moment here at Palm Lake Care Deception Bay!

Kerry Mahedy, Service Manager

Pictured this page: Check out 
our exciting new renovations 
including our beautiful new 
cafe, with plenty of seating for 
our residents’ visiting family 
members and friends. 
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This past month, we held our variety stall which showcased 
our craft group’s talents. We thank all those residents 
who supported the stall. Some of our plant stands now 
take pride of place in residents’ rooms and look beautiful 
while serving a practical purpose (pictured below left). The 
lighting inserts that had been removed from the ceilings 
during our renovations have been rehomed as pot plant 
holders in the plant stands. A very clever idea indeed!
One of our residents, Russell, is currently painting the early 
model Holden cars (pictured below). Do you remember 
these models - the FJ and the Kingswood? Holden first 
opened in Adelaide in 1856. Alexander Holden started a 
saddlery business and the firm also repaired upholstery 
on car seats. They then moved into full-scale production 
of motor vehicle body shells. In 1924, Holden supplied 
Melbourne’s tram cars. In 1940, Holden diverted to 
construct aircraft and weapons for the Australian armed 
forces. In 1948, Holden finally achieved its first fully 
designed Australian motor vehicle - the FX Holden. The 
cost of an FX was $733, which was about 94 weeks worth of 
wages. Demand for these cars by the Australian public was 
high. Sadly, in October 2020, GMH will cease production 
of the Lion-symbolled Holden. It great to see Russell’s 
artwork celebrating this amazing Australian brand.
On to other creatives, our wood-working craft group has 
been busy adding a touch of paint to our bee boxes. These 
brightly coloured boxes are sure to attract native bees into 
our gardens. Fellow residetn Coop has also been busy with 
his pyrography (wood burning) craft which we will show-
case in a newsletter in the future. 

Linda Riedel, 
Lifestyle Team Coordinator

WE’RE ALWAYS CREATING AND BEING CREATIVE 


